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KICK OFF MEETING

ICT FOR MIGRANTS KA210-YOU

The kick-off meeting of our "ICT FOR MIGRANTS" project with the
participation of all project partners started with a meeting in
Fontainebleau, the historical city of France, hosted by EU-
HumanACT.

On the first day of the meeting, which took place in the
Assembly Hall of Fontainebleau Town Hall, we were welcomed
by Mrs Judith Reynaud, Deputy Mayor of Fontainebleau and
responsible for cultural activities. We explained the content of
our project to her and she showed great interest in the project.

On the opening day of the meeting, the partners of our project,
Eurospeak, Kepder, EgestionPyme and EU-HumanACT, met in
the Assembly Hall of the Fontainebleau Town Hall. Each partner
presented their history, their views on the project and their
experience with Erasmus projects.

ictformigrants

https://www.instagram.com/yesss_sdgs/
https://www.instagram.com/ictformigrants/


The second day hosted a series of sessions where future
planning was discussed. The partners came together at
the meeting, determined the project calendar and
started preliminary preparations for future events.
Detailed plans were made for the Bursa meeting, which
will be hosted by KEPDER between 19-23 March 2024.
As an important step, the logo of the project was also
introduced at the meeting. The design process of the
logo was completed and a strong symbol reflecting the
identity of the project was created.
Social media accounts were created.

In addition, the Handbook (Guide), which is an important output of the project, was also
discussed. Within the scope of the project, 2 digital guides will be prepared for you. The
first one will provide a detailed methodology for leading training courses, while the
second one will provide a comprehensive guide on using information and communication
technologies (ICT).

Stay tuned for details and updates. We will
continue to share exciting developments with you.
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